Don’t Stay Up Late
R. L. Stine
YA STINE
Ever since a car accident killed
her father, Lisa has been plagued
by nightmares and hallucinations,
and faces a new terror when she
accepts a babysitting job.
The Waking Dark
Robin Wasserman
YA WASSERMAN
After a series of suicide-killings,
the residents of the town of
Oleander start acting very
strangely. Only the witnesses of
the sudden horrors retain their
minds, and must try and save the
town.
The Bargaining
Carly Anne West
YA WEST
Grieving over a friend's death,
Penny is sent to live with her
father and stepmother, April.
When April takes her to help
restore an old house, weird
occurrences connected to
missing children threaten
Penny's fragile mental health.
Other Life
Susanne Winnacker
YA WINNACKER
More than three years after a
rabies mutation drove survivors
into hiding, Sherry teams up with
Joshua, who tries to help her
rescue her family while fending
off creatures known as Weepers.
In the Shadow of Blackbirds
Cat Winters
YA WINTERS
In San Diego, as deadly influenza
and World War I take their toll,
young Mary Shelley Black
watches desperate mourners
flock to séances and spirit
photographers for comfort.

Short Stories
FEAR: 13 STORIES OF SUSPENCE AND HORROR
PB YA FEAR

GOTHIIC!10 ORIGINAL DARK TALES
YA GOTHIC

HOROWITZ HORROR
YA HOROWITZ

KISSES FROM HELL
PB YA KISSES

PRETTY MONSTERS
YA LINK

STEAMPUNK POE
YA POE

PROM DATES FROM HELL
YA CLEMENT-MOORE

PROM NIGHTS FROM HELL
YA PROM

SLASHER GIRLS AND MONSTER BOYS
YA SLASHER

TEETH: VAMPIRE TALES
YA TEETH

VACATIONS FROM HELL
PB YA VACATIONS
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HORROR STORIES
FOR TEENS
Shutter
Courtney Alameda
YA ALAMEDA
Micheline is a tetrachcromat, able
to see ghosts in color and capture
them on film, but when a routine
hunt goes awry, Micheline's
infected with a curse known as a
soulchain and if she's unable to
exorcise the entity in seven days,
she'll be destroyed, body and soul.

The Dead Girls of Hysteria Hall
Katie Alender
YA ALENDER
Cordelia and her family move into
the house they just inherited in
Pennsylvania, a former insane
asylum the locals call Hysteria
Hall.
Long Lankin
Lindsey Barraclough
YA BARRACLOUGH
When Cora and her younger sister
are sent to stay with their great
Aunt Ida in an isolated village in
1958, they discover that they are
in danger from an ancient evil.
White Space
Ilsa J. Bick
YA BICK
A girl jumps between the lines
of books and into the white
space where realities are created
and destroyed, but who may be
nothing more than a character
written into being from an
alternative universe. Sequel: The
Dickens Mirror.

Anna Dressed in Blood
Kendare Blake
YA BLAKE
For three years, Cas has carried on
his father's work of dispatching the
murderous dead while traveling
with his kitchen-witch mother.
Everything changes when he
meets Anna, a girl unlike any
ghost he has faced before.
Sequel: Girl of Nightmares.
The Cemetery Boys
Heather Brewer
YA BREWER
When Stephen moves to the small
Midwestern town where his father
grew up, he quickly falls in with
punk girl Cara and her charismatic
twin brother Devon who are caught
in the middle of the town’s dark
secret.
Shadowlands
Kate Brian
YA BRIAN
Rory, a girl in witness protection,
thinks the serial killer she turned
in has found her. As she investigates,
she discovers a dark truth about
her new hometown.
Sisters of Blood and Spirit
Kady Cross
YA CROSS
Twin sisters, one living in the realm
of the dead and one in the land of
the living, are called upon to try
and save a boy and his friends
who have been marked for death
by a long-dead serial killer.
A Darkness Strange and Lovely
Susan Dennard
YA DENNARD
Eleanor travels to Europe to seek
the help of the Spirit-Hunters
after a villain from her past
resurfaces, only to find there's a
new kind of evil lurking in Paris.

Dream a Little Dream
Kerstin Gier
YA GIER
Liv has lived in six countries in
eight years and she yearns for a
real home and normalcy. Soon
after moving to London, Liv's
dreams turn bizarre, filled with
talking stone statues, mysterious
corridors, and strange rituals
conducted by four boys who
happen to be her new classmates.
Rot & Ruin
Jonathan Maberry
YA MABERRY
In a post-apocalyptic world where
fences and patrols guard the few
people left from the zombies that
have overtaken civilization, Benny
trains to become a bounty hunter
with his older brother.
First in the Rot & Ruin series.
End Games
T. Michael Martin
YA MARTIN
In the rural mountains of West
Virginia, Michael Faris tries to
protect his fragile younger brother
from the horrors of the zombie
apocalypse.

The Turning
Francine Prose
YA PROSE
A teen boy becomes the babysitter
for two very peculiar children on a
haunted island in this modern
retelling of The Turn of the Screw.
Miss Peregrine’s Home
for Peculiar Children
Ransom Riggs
YA RIGGS
After a family tragedy, Jacob
explores an abandoned orphanage
on an island off the coast of
Wales, discovering disturbing
facts about the children who
were kept there.
The Forest of Hands and Teeth
Carrie Ryan
YA RYAN
Mary seeks knowledge of what
lies beyond her walled village
and the surrounding forest,
where the unconsecrated,
flesh-eating people who were
once dead, hunt. First in The
Forest of Hands and Teeth
trilogy.

Ten
Gretchen McNeil
YA MCNEIL
Stranded at an island house party
off the Washington coast, ten
teens struggle to survive as they
are killed one by one.

The Madman’s Daughter
Megan Shepard
YA SHEPARD
Dr. Moreau's daughter, Juliet,
travels to her estranged father's
island, only to encounter
murder, a love triangle, and
medical horrors.

The Dead of Winter
Chris Priestley
YA PRIESTLEY
In Victorian England, a boy goes
to stay with his strange guardian in a
desolate manor house during a cold
and snowy Christmas, where he
soon realizes that the house and its
grounds harbor many secrets.

Of Monsters and Madness
Jessica Verday
YA VERDAY
In 1820s Philadelphia, a girl
finds herself in the midst of a
rash of gruesome murders in
which her father and his
alluring assistant might be
Implicated.

